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I Do” 
Two words that will 
make a difference 
in your life and in 
the lives of others.
Good intentions are overrated. Good actions are underrated. Our lives are 

measured by our actions, not our intentions. However, most of us want to be 

valued by our intentions, not our actions. Does it really matter if we wanted or 

really intended to do something, but ended up not doing it? Not doing anything 

is the same as intending to do something but never actually doing it.

There is a success gap between knowing what we should do and doing it. 

The lessons you will learn will help you close the gap from someday to today… 

occasional to continual… dreaming to doing… wishing to achieving!

Action is the basis for success. Every action may not give you success, but without 

action no success is possible. Life rewards action. To get from where you are now 

to where you want to be requires movement. Even when the right action doesn’t 

work, it provides you with information. This kind of failure creates new options.  

Scientists know this well. Their failure rates are extremely high because they are 

continually experimenting. Their successes are formed out of their failures.

Time works against anything that is stagnate. Machines that aren’t used, rust.  

Water that doesn't move becomes poisonous. Great white and whale sharks that 

don’t swim suffocate. Albert Einstein said, “Nothing happens until something 

moves.” Our fatal mistake is waiting to be motivated before we take action.

“
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I don't want to get out of bed until…

I don't want to do my chores until…

I don't want to do my homework until…

I don't want to exercise until…

I don't want to practice until…

The two motivational words needed to be added after “until”:

“I start!”

You will never be motivated until you start.

Start now. Start now. 
Start where you are. Start where you are. 

Start with fear. Start with tiredness. Start with loneliness. Start with boredom. 

Start with pain. Start with doubt. Start with hands shaking. Start with voice 

trembling but start. Start and don’t stop. Start where you are, with what you have. 

Just… start.

The moment we take action, do something, then, and only then, do we feel like 

doing it. The first step of action is always the most important step. What we 

won’t do will keep us from success a lot more than what we can’t do. The secret 

of getting ahead is getting started. Motivation is a result of action. Waiting is the 

least motivating thing you can do! 

The following lessons are designed to influence you to do, to take action. Why?  

Action is the key to creating the changes needed to propel you in the direction 

of your dreams. Nobody ever regretted successful actions. Your future will be 

better if you practice the following lessons. It doesn’t guarantee your success or 

happiness, but it will give you a better chance at both!
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iDo Lessons

UNIT 1
1. My Questions Influence My Actions

2. My Values Influence My Actions

3. My Priorities Influence My Actions

4. My Thoughts Influence My Actions

UNIT 2
5. My Friends Influence My Actions

6. My Experiences Influence My Actions

7. My Growth Influences My Actions

8. My Pain Influences My Actions

UNIT 4
13. My Listening Influences My Actions

14. My Health Influences My Actions

15. My Perspective Influences My Actions

16. My Dreams Influence My Actions

UNIT 3
9. My Conversations Influence My Actions

10. My Self-Image Influences My Actions

11. My Habits Influences My Actions

12. My Relationships Influence My Actions
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“If you know the right questions, you will 
ultimately find the right answers.”
JOHN C. MAXWELL

Lesson 1

Part 1

My Questions Influence My Actions



THE GOAL OF THIS LESSON:

Practice asking good questions 
of yourself and others.

LEGEND:

Use the prompts throughout the lesson to guide you.

First person
read aloud.

Next person
read aloud.

Underline what's 
important to you.

Share with 
others.

Group
activity

Take
action.

HOW YOU CAN MAKE THIS LESSON EFFECTIVE FOR YOU AND OTHERS:

1. Form groups of 6 to 8 people within the classroom.

2.  Respect and value each person in the group.
Encourage yourself and others as you share.

3. Take turns reading each section of the material out loud.

4. Discuss openly. As you read, underline what is important to you.

5. Evaluate yourself. Review. Reflect. Apply. Have fun!
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01
Five Frogs on a Log

Riddle: Five frogs are sitting on a log. Four decide to jump off. How many are left? 

What is the answer?

Take your time. 

No rush. 

Okay, how many are left?

The most common answer is “one,” but that’s the wrong answer. The correct 

answer is five. Why? Because the four that “decided” to jump off the log; that’s all 

they did. There is a big difference between deciding and doing! 

Good intentions are overrated. Good actions are underrated! 

The Law of Diminishing Intent
The longer you wait to do something, you should do now, the greater the odds that 

you will never do it!

Too often we are like the four frogs on the log. We decide to take action, but we 

don’t. Often, we say to ourselves, “it’s not the right time to begin.” So, we wait 

allowing our intentions to win over our actions.

ASK EACH PARTICIPANT TO GIVE THEIR ANSWER.

SHARE WITH YOUR GROUP:

Have you ever had an intention that never turned into action? What was it?
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1. “What do I feel?”
The feeling question is the easiest to answer because feelings are central to our 

lives. Emotions can hold knowledge for you, if questioned prior to acting on them. 

Feelings often come on quickly and are impulsive reactions therefore they can be 

prone to error. Due to this, your feelings can be misleading if you always react to 

them without first questioning them. What we feel usually becomes the very first 

influencer of our actions. It is important to know that your feelings are not the 

‘real or complete you’. They are only a part of you that will help give insight to 

your actions, reactions or inactions.

SHARE WITH YOUR GROUP:

• There is a big difference between deciding and doing.

• Good intentions are over rated. Good actions are under rated.

•  The longer you wait to do something that you should do now, the greater the odds
that you will never do it.

Which statement is most important to you? Why?

02
Four Questions That Influence Your Actions

JOHN C. MAXWELL

LEO BUSCAGLIA

“Questions are like keys. They “Questions are like keys. They 
unlock the doors of action for us.” unlock the doors of action for us.” 

“Life lived for tomorrow will always “Life lived for tomorrow will always 
be a day away from being realized.” be a day away from being realized.” 
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Have you ever had an argument with someone and then discovered you were 

wrong? What did you do? Did you apologize and leave it at that? Or did you 

apologize with a “but”? 

But… you should have realized that would upset me. 

But… you know I don’t deal well with that kind of thing. 

But… I was sure you said.

But… I still think you could have considered my point of view. 

It doesn’t really matter what the “but” is; it always represents the same thing.  

It’s your mind attempting to manipulate the facts to agree with the way you feel, 

rather than accepting that your feelings were wrong in the first place. Accepting 

that our feelings are wrong is one of the most difficult things to do because 

feelings become our first impression and can seem more important than they are. 

FACTS ABOUT FEELINGS:

Check which statement you think is the most important fact about feelings.

SHARE WITH YOUR GROUP:

What is the most important thing you have learned about your feelings?

Feelings are not the real and complete you.

Feelings are not always reasonable or logical.

Feelings come and go. 

Feelings alone should not influence actions.
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TAKE ACTION:

Today I will take one good intention 
and make a good action.

End of Lesson 1, Part 1

SHARE WITH YOUR GROUP:

Which of those four statements were most important to you? Why?

What good intention will you move into action?
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